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Abstract — The study of factors influencing the traffic

With the development of data mining technology,
scholars used a variety of data mining approaches in traffic
safety research. Among them, the association rule was
often used to analyze the relationship between the
influencing factors of traffic accidents. The strong
association rules can be used to find the strong hidden
network in the accident data. To get them, we could
measure the importance and credibility of the rules with
the two thresholds Support and Confidence. The existing
association rule generally determined the model
parameters (such as the minimum Support, etc.) by
repeated experiments.

accidents is a important research in the field of traffic
safety. Here, (for e.g.,) the traffic accidents of state region
were
excavated using
association
rule that generated various
frequent
item
sets.
The strong hidden rules in these frequent item
sets usually uncover the association between factors
influencing the traffic accidents, which may be used to
reduce the occurrence of accidents by breaking them. The
hidden rules can be used probe usual scenes of
accidents and a few corresponding security improvement
measures can be taken to prevent the accidents, and
ultimately improve the city's traffic safety level. General
speaking, association rule can produce lots of weak rules,
the study designed a way to calculate minimal Support
value of training parameters, and further a way to
extract strong hidden rules automatically. The results
of the experiments show that the proposed methods in the
paper are effective. Therefore, Algorithms for prediction of
traffic accidents using association rules was finally
established to promote the effective application of
association rule on intelligent system.

For the massive results excavated, it is necessary
for the experts to screen useful rules according to personal
expertise manually. The method is inefficient and the
subjective screening process cannot be translated into an
objective algorithm, so it hinders the direct application of
association rule in intelligent transportation system. Here,
the proposed method calculates the minimum Support in
the modeling parameters, and put forward a way to extract
strong rules, or automatically filtering out the weak rules.
Finally, we built up an algorithm using association rules
which would better promote the practical application of
association rule in existing intelligent transportation
system.

Key Words— data mining, traffic safety, influencing
factors of accidents, association rules, strong rules;
I. INTRODUCTION

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The rapid development of urban expressways not
only brings the convenience of transportation, but also
causes traffic safety problems. In Karnataka there are
many traffic accidents that occurred and the cities need a
safer traffic environment. Exploring the impact of the
factors influencing the accidents and taking corresponding
effective measures to reduce the occurrence of accidents is
an urgent need. In recent years, there are studies on the
impact of influencing factors of traffic accidents, mainly
focusing on people, cars, roads or the environment. Some
studies on driver's behavior and analyzed the
characteristics of the process during changing the lanes to
identify dangerous driving behaviors. There are also
studies on the impact of road conditions on traffic
accidents, they proposed a point that high and steep
roadbed will undermine the traffic safety. Also other
studies focused on the impact of weather or dynamic
traffic flow on accidents. However, most of these studies
focused on a single factor (people, cars, roads, and the
environment) on the impact of traffic accidents.
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Iran is one of the countries with a high rate of
traffic crash fatalities and injuries. Over the last three
years, traffic crashes in Iran resulted in 24 000 people (i.e.
3 persons per hour) on the average killed and around 240
000 injured annually [2], [4]. This fact motivated a
collective of authors to identify the most important factors
which affect injury severity of drivers involved in traffic
crashes on these roads [14]. They used the crash data from
the records of the Information and Technology
Department of the Iranian Traffic Police from 2006 to
2008. Each accident was described by 14 attributes; the
target was injury severity with 3 levels: no-injury, injury
and fatality; records included more than 169 000 drivers.
The factors selection was carried out on the basis of
Variable Importance Measure (VIM) which is one of the
CART (Classification and Regression Tree) method
outputs. The results indicated the seat belt as the most
important factor associated with injury severity of traffic
crashes, and not use it significantly increases the
probability of being injured or killed.
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III. METHODOLOGY

Similar approach was used by authors Chang and
Wang [6] to generate the CART model to identify
relationships between injury severity and driver/vehicle
characteristics, highway/environmental variables and
crash variables. By using 2001 crash data for Taipei
(Taiwan), they identify the vehicle type as the most
important variable for crash severity. Also, data from
central Taiwan was used in the study of authors Yau-Ren
Shiau et al. [13] to identify at first the most important
factors affecting more than 2 400 traffic accidents in 2011
and after that the mining methods as Fuzzy Robust
Principal Component Analysis, Back propagation Neural
Network and Logistic Regression was applied to generate
expected classification models. The best accuracy 85.89%
was obtaining by combining the first two mentioned
methods.

This system is a real time application which is
useful for government sector to reduce the number of
traffic accidents. Traffic safety represents an important
part of our lives, so it is necessary to continuously improve
within all possible and available opportunities and
resources.
Descriptive or predictive mining applied on
historical data regarding occurred accidents together with
different necessary data as weather or traffic conditions
creates a remarkable alternative with potentially useful
and helpful outcomes for all involved stakeholders.
The system describes one possibility of how to use
the collected data about traffic accidents to frequent
patterns and important factors causing different types of
accidents.

Nayak et al. [11] analyzed the crash and road data
from the Queensland Department of Transport and Main
Roads (Australia) that contained more than 42 000 records
referring to years 2004 – 2007. Authors used a
categorization into several levels of crash proneness (some
roads, due to design or condition, have higher crash rates
than others) inspired by work of another collective of
authors [18]. For the experiment the authors used decision
trees with chi-square test, regression trees using f-test,
logistic regression, neural networks and Bayesian model.
Decision trees showed better performance than other
tested models.

The system uses Apriori, Apriori TID and SFIT
algorithms for analysis and the comparison between these
algorithms are done. The system takes dynamic data as
input and it is a generic application.

Another study was dedicated to the road safety in
Dubai. In the United Arab Emirates, there are about 600
people killed in car accidents each year; road traffic
accidents are the second major cause of deaths [1].
Authors used more than 1 800 000 records from the year
2008 to 2010 with 19 attributes covering accident, driver,
and road/vehicle conditions. The target attribute (the
accident severity degree) contained five values: fatal,
serious, moderate, minor and none. Final predictive
models were created within WEKA supporting tools and
following algorithms: J48 decision trees, Bayesian
networks, PART and Multilayer Perceptron. The most
accurate model was created by Multilayer Perceptron
(more than 99%) and Bayesian network gave the highest
speed to build the model (0.17 seconds).

Fig- 1: System Architecture


Here, system predicts accidents patterns based on the
past traffic accidents details collected from various
sources. Here system uses “Association Rule” to analyze
previous accidents data and to extract the traffic accidents
patterns. Patterns can be predicted based on road wise,
city wise, date wise, month wise etc. This is the major
objective of the project where we use data science to
process the data, the traffic patterns predicted by the
system useful to traffic departments and also publics to
take some precautionary measures to reduce the number
of traffic accidents.

Similar algorithms (J48 and Naive Bayesian) were
applied by collective of authors on data produces by
Transport department of government of Hong Kong [12].
This dataset contained more than 34000 records; genetic
algorithm was used for feature selection; classification
experiments were performed also in WEKA mining
environment and J48 provided more accurate classification
model to predict the severity of injury during traffic
accident.
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Traffic Patterns Prediction (Association Rules)

1. Apriori Algorithm: Apriori algorithm is
efficient and works well for any number of
parameters and applied to many datasets
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such as medical datasets, education dataset,
agriculture dataset etc….

3. SFIT Algorithm (Set Operation for Frequent
Itemset using Transactional database): This
approach is a combination of Apriori algorithm
and frequent itemset lattice. This algorithm is a
combination of Apriori, and set operations.

Algorithm Steps:
STEP 1: Scan the accident data set and determine the
support(s) of each item.

Principles of set operations, which are intersection and
union, are used. These principles are related to
frequent itemset tree. In frequent itemset tree, there
are nodes holding frequent itemsets and transactions
containing related itemsets. In order to construct kitemsets, frequent (k-1)-itemsets are used. Frequent
itemset union is formed for their support count and
intersection operation is employed between the TID's
of the itemsets.

STEP 2: Generate L1 (Frequent one item set).
STEP 3: Use Lk-1, join Lk-1 to get the set of candidate k item set.
STEP 4: Scan the candidate k item set and generate the
support of every candidate k – item set.
STEP 5: Add frequent item set, until C=Null Set.

Algorithm Steps:

STEP 6: For each item in the frequent item set generate all
non empty subsets.

STEP 1: Scan the accident data set and determine
support(s) of each item.

STEP 7: For all non empty subset determine the
confidence.

STEP 2: Generate frequent itemsets (L1), and obtain
transaction sets (TID), which includes the Itemset.

If confidence is greater than or equal to the specified
confidence, then add it to strong Association Rule.

STEP 3: Generate set of candidate itemsets k from frequent
itemsets and calculate support of each candidate itemset k.

2. Apriori TID Algorithm (Apriori Transactional
ID): Apriori TID is an algorithm for discovering
frequent itemsets in a transaction database.
Apriori TID is an alternative implementation of the
Apriori algorithm. It produces the same output as
Apriori. But it uses a different mechanism for
counting the support of itemsets.

STEP 4: Prune off the candidate itemsets k whose node
count is lower than minimum support using their TID set.
STEP 5: Consequently, for each frequent Itemset, scan the
accident data to approve the consistence of the Itemset
until C=NULL SET.
STEP 6: Finally, Itemset are used to generate strong rules
having minimum confidence in the frequent Itemset tree.

Algorithm Steps:
STEP 1: Scan the accident data set and determine the
support(s) of each item.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
For the experiment we have used datasets of road
accidents that took place in different cities. To study the
performance of the algorithms, number of data sets,
confidence and support threshold are used. The Tables
shows that the execution time of the algorithms varies with
varying support thresholds, confidence, and dataset.

STEP 2: Generate L1 (Frequent one item set).
STEP 3: Determine candidate itemsets in C k contained in
the transaction with identifier i.e. [TID, Itemset].
STEP 4: Scan the candidate item set and generate the
support of every candidate item set.

TABLE 1: Comparison of Execution Time of Algorithms
varying Support

STEP 5: Add frequent item set, until C=Null Set.
STEP 6: For each item in the frequent item set generate all
non empty subsets.
STEP 7: For all non empty subset determine the
confidence.

Support

Constraint

Apriori

Apriori TID

SFIT

10%

Execution
Time

600
millisecond
s
1125
millisecond
s
626
millisecond
s

203
milliseconds

100
millisec
onds
120
millisec
onds
113
millisec
onds

20%

If confidence is greater than or equal to the specified
confidence, then add it to strong Association Rule.

30%
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TABLE 2: Comparison of Execution Time of Algorithms
varying Confidence
Confi
dence

Constraint

Apriori

Apriori
TID

SFIT

60%

Execution
Time

859
millisecon
ds

236
millisecond
s

121
millis
econd
s

70%

629
millisecon
ds

231
millisecond
s

127
millis
econd
s

80%

624
millisecon
ds

225
millisecond
s

121
millis
econd
s

FIGURE 3: Graphical Representation of Result when
Confidence varies

TABLE 3: Comparison of Execution Time of Algorithms
varying Datasets
Constraint
Execution
Time

Apriori
622
millisecon
ds
859
millisecon
ds
615
millisecon
ds

Apriori TID
240
millisecond
s
236
millisecond
s
213
millisecond
s

SFIT
132
milliseconds
121
milliseconds
110
milliseconds
FIGURE 4: Graphical Representation of Result when
dataset varies

From the above tables, we find that the execution
time of SFIT algorithm is less than the Apriori and Apriori
TID algorithms. SFIT algorithm is more efficient than the
Apriori and Apriori TID.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we used the association rules to
analyze the relationship between the influencing factors of
traffic accidents collected data, and proposed a minimal
Support calculation method based on frequent item set.
The results of the experiments show that the three
methods are effective. Based on these methods, an
algorithm for the prediction of traffic accidents using
association rules is proposed, which helps to promote the
application of association rule mining in the existing
intelligent transportation systems. Through the strong
rules which contain the association among influencing
factors of traffic accidents, we can understand the accident
scenes, so additional warning signs can be added to reduce
the accidents, and ultimately improve the city's traffic
safety level.

The efficiency of the system depends on the
execution time of the algorithms. The execution time varies
with varying support threshold, confidence and dataset.

The proposed algorithms using association rules
are not specific but generalized. It is not limited to traffic
safety research; in fact it can be flexibly adopted in many
other research fields. It is just empirically applied in the
traffic safety domain and proved its effectiveness.

FIGURE 2: Graphical Representation of Result when
Support varies
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